
Chapter 3652

Rachel, who had a strong heart, couldn’t help but gasp upon hearing Harvey’s words.

The Longmen Summit was only an event of the underworld, but top talents from Longmen, the Bauer family, and various
martial arts backgrounds were involved with it.

Safe to say that the champions of the provincial qualifiers were one of the best out of the younger generation…

But before they could even participate in the actual Longmen Summit, they were already defeated by the experts from India!

This was the equivalent of disrespecting all thirty-five branch leaders of Longmen! Rachel and the others were completely
shocked by this.

“You’re not joking, right?” Rachel asked.

“How can I even joke about this?”

Harvey took a deep breath and explained the entire situation.

In recent days, Axel, one of India’s three Demon Monks who was as popular as Cody, led a group of experts to Country H.
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Out of fear for Harvey, he decided to challenge the provincial champions of the Longmen

Summit first.

Not only that, they also used precious treasures of the martial arts world as bets.

When the champions were provoked, they thought that this was only personal, and that they could easily defeat the ignorant
Indians.

Not only did they accept the challenge, but they also got people from TV stations and notaries to witness the fights.

The Indians took down every single champion one after another.

None of the champions were dead, but they had completely lost all strength to fight; the unlucky ones were even crippled for
the rest of their lives!

Axel then announced the incident on India’s TV station the day before.
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If he managed to take out the final champion-the man who dared to disrespect the distinguished people of India-Harvey York
himself, he would become the man who crushed Country H’s younger generation.

With Jeff’s help, the weaknesses of the champions were all highlighted for the Indians’ convenience.

Simply put, Jeff had already sold out Longmen and his own country to have the Indians’ support.

This was why Harold needed to take Jeff with him.

If he didn’t, the Bauer family would be in big trouble, since Jeff was still spreading secrets outside.

“You need to be careful, Sir York! Other than targeting Longmen, they’re here to take

revenge on you too!”

Rachel had a horrible look.

“That b*stard might’ve already sold you out.”

“No worries.”

Harvey remained calm.

“Since the Indians aren’t here yet, it means they haven’t found me out yet.”

“Jeff has nothing on me, anyway; he has nothing to sell about me.”
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“That said, we shouldn’t be careless. Hurry and find out what’s going on outside.”

Rachel nodded before giving George a call; he sent over a huge stack of documents half an hour later.

Rachel had a horrible look when she flipped through the pages.

“Sir York, the Indians probably know about Jeff being confined by the Bauer family.”

“That’s why they released every single footage of the fights on social media and video platforms.”

“They’re even claiming that all martial arts came from India, and that they’re here to prove just that.”
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